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1. philosophers are lousy physicists
2. physicists are (even more) lousy philosophers
3. physics needs no philosophy
4. philosophy needs physics
5. there are exceptions to the above propositions
6. I am a physicist and not an exception
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Because it became fashionable some decades ago to say that physics
must not be about ontology
• Why do physicists care about fashion? they are humans

AND
• the fashion had a name: Positivism and Ernst Mach, Werner

Heisenberg, Niels Bohr were famous models for positivism
• What is that, that physics is about for a positivist? Some would say

“physics is about observation“ or “sensations“ or “information“ or
“data“.
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• If one wants to get clear about how one should understand the word

“position of a thing“, e.g. of the electron ..., one must describe
certain experiments, with the help of which one thinks one can
measure the position of the electron, otherwise this word has no
meaning
• ..a single light quantum suffices to kick the electron completely out

of its trajectory ...therefore the word “trajectory“ makes here no
sense
W. Heisenberg: Über den anschaulichen Inhalt der
quantentheoretischen Kinematik und Mechanik (1927)
• in 1958 in Physics and Philosophy:

. . . the idea of an objective real world whose smallest parts exist
objectively in the same sense as stones or trees exist, independently
of whether or not we observe them . . . is impossible . . .
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attitude, which from my point of view is untenable, and which seems
to me to come to the same thing as Berkeley’s principle, esse est
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by us, that is, something which we freely posit (in the logical sense).
The justification of such constructs does not lie in their derivation
from what is given by the senses. Such a type of derivation (in the
sense of logical deducibility) is nowhere to be had, not even in the
domain of pre-scientific thinking...
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attitude, which from my point of view is untenable, and which seems
to me to come to the same thing as Berkeley’s principle, esse est
percipi. “Being“ is always something which is mentally constructed
by us, that is, something which we freely posit (in the logical sense).
The justification of such constructs does not lie in their derivation
from what is given by the senses. Such a type of derivation (in the
sense of logical deducibility) is nowhere to be had, not even in the
domain of pre-scientific thinking...
A. Einstein: Albert Einstein: Philosopher-Scientist (1949)
• ..What this all boils down to is the eternally problematical

connection between the world of ideas and that which can be
experienced (immediate experiences of the senses)
A. Einstein, Letters to Solovine. 1906-1955,
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Mentally constructed “stuff“?
that is how Physics began
The debate between sense-experiences and “stuff“ coming from pure
thought has been around since millenniums
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For it is the same thing that can be thought and that can be.
• Parmenides ∼ 550 BC in his Poem on Nature1 :

It needs must be that what can be spoken and thought is; for it is
possible for it to be, and it is not possible for what is nothing to
be.This is what I bid thee ponder.
One path only is left for us to speak of, namely, that It is. In this
path are very many tokens that what is is uncreated and
indestructible; for it is complete, immovable, and without end. Nor
was it ever, nor will it be; for now it is, all at once, a continuous one.

1 Burnet

translation
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Herakleitos (after Parmenides)2 : the external “IT IS“ moves
according to a law
• (4) Eyes and ears are bad witnesses to men if they have souls that

understand not their language.
(91a) Thought is common to all.
(91b) Those who speak with understanding must hold fast to what
is common to all as a city holds fast to its law, and even more
strongly. For all human laws are fed by the one divine law. It prevails
as much as it will, and suffices for all things with something to spare.
(95) The waking have one common world, but the sleeping turn
aside each into a world of his own.

2 Burnet

translation, Bywater’s Fragment ordering
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(81) We step and do not step into the same rivers; we are and
are not
the motion of ontology is governed by a physical law (in terms of
proportions)
• (46) It is the opposite which is good for us.
• The most beautiful universe is (a) pouring out (of) sweepings at

random3
can (should) be read as
sweepings is to cosmos like order in sweepings is to order in cosmos
• Platon in TIMAIOS constructs in a “theory about the cosmos“ the

geometric mean between the primitive ontology Fire and Earth,
requiring thus further ontological elements: Air and Water
F ∶A=A∶W =W ∶E
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Anaxagoras: Atomism ∼ 460 BC
• complete change from the ONE- ontology of Parmenides to an

ontology of MANY parts: invisible atoms. Becoming and ending
resulting from mixtures of atoms getting dense or dilute. BUT..
• what moves the atoms? “nus“: meaning “law“ , “sacred thought“,

“Spinoza’s deus sive natura“
...or simply the wave function
• Anaxagoras’ Methodology:

,

From the weakness of our senses we are not able to judge the truth.
What appears is a vision of the unseen.

Sitzung der philosophisch - historischen Classe vom 12.
Dezember 1901
A polemic by Galen (Galenus ∼ 200 AD)
against empirical medical doctors
by Dr. H. Schoene
The codex Graecus Trivultianus 685...of
15th century contains among many
known writings of Galen a valuable lost
piece... the sermo adversus empiricos
medicos, a fragment of a dialogue....and
I shall turn later to its content, namely
the dialogue of Democritus...

The Dialogue: Democritus ∼ 420 BC
Democritus, quando apparentia uituperabat, ubi dixisset.
Lege color, lege dulce, lege amarum: vera autem (....) atomus, et vacuum:
finxit sensus adversus cogitationem in
hunc modum loqui.
Misera mens, quae cum à nobis fidem
assumpseris, nos deiicis. At cum nos deiicis, tu ipsa cadis.
The dialog:
nous: apparently color, apparently sweetness, apparently bitterness, truthfully
only atoms and empty space
senses: poor nous, from us do you take
your pieces of evidence and want to be
victorious over us. Your victory will be
your defeat

in Einstein’s words
I see on the one side the totality of sense-experiences, and, on the other,
the totality of the concepts and propositions which are laid down in
books. The relations between the concepts and propositions among
themselves and each other are of a logical nature, and the business of
logical thinking is strictly limited to the achievement of the connection
between concepts and propositions among each other according to firmly
laid down rules, which are the concern of logic. The concepts and
propositions get “meaning“, viz., “content“, only through their connection
with sense-experiences. The connection of the latter with the former is
purely intuitive, not itself of a logical nature.

Example: Boltzmann’s Atomism
Ludwig Boltzmann’s atomistic
theory of gases : atoms perform
heat motion, at temperature T
1
⟨ mv 2 ⟩ ∼ T
2
That is pure thought.

Example: Ernst Mach (∼ 1900) versus Atomism, thereby laying
the foundations for physics without ontology
...The only real point of difference which has so far come to light
concerns the belief in the reality of atoms. Here again, Planck can hardly
find words degrading enough for such wrong headedness. After exhorting
the reader, with Christian charity, to respect his opponent, P. brands me,
in the well-known biblical words, as a “false prophet“. It appears that the
physicists are on the way to founding a church; they are already using a
church’s traditional weapons. To this I answer simply: “If belief in the
reality of atoms is so important to you, I cut myself off from the
physicist’s mode of thinking, I do not wish to be a true physicist, I
renounce all scientific respect – in short: I decline with thanks the
communion of the faithful“.
E. Mach: The Guiding Principles of My Scientific Theory of Knowledge
and Its Reception by My Contemporaries
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Can one see atoms? Anaxagoras’ Methodology: Brownian
Motion
Einstein 1905, and Smoluchowski (around the same time) suggested that
the known phenomenon (described in detail by Robert Brown (∼ 1850))
of the erratic motion of a microscopically small particle on a fluid is due
to collisions with the atoms in the liquid performing heat motion

Marian von Smoluchowski

Nobel Prize for ATOMISM
Jean Baptiste Perrin 1870-1942, verified Einstein’s and Smoluchowski’s
predictions in 1907, Nobel Prize 1926
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und Mechanik “ (1927):
If one wants to get clear about how one should understand the word
“position of a thing“, e.g. of the electron ..., one must describe
certain experiments, with the help of which one thinks one can
measure the position of the electron, otherwise this word has no
meaning
• ..a single light quantum suffices to kick the electron completely out

of its trajectory ...therefore the word “trajectory“ makes here no
sense
• in 1958 in Physics and Philosophy:

. . . the idea of an objective real world whose smallest parts exist
objectively in the same sense as stones or trees exist, independently
of whether or not we observe them . . . is impossible . . .

Einstein answering Heisenberg
But you can’t seriously entertain the idea, that one can base a physical
theory only on observable quantities!....Because in reality it is the other
way around: It is the theory that decides what one can observe

Schrödinger on missing ontology

Schrödinger on missing ontology
One can even set up quite ridiculous cases. A cat is penned up in a steel
chamber, along with the following device (which must be secured against
direct interference by the cat): in a Geiger counter there is a tiny bit of
radioactive substance, so small, that perhaps in the course of the hour
one of the atoms decays, but also, with equal probability, perhaps none; if
it happens, the counter tube discharges and through a relay releases a
hammer which shatters a small flask of hydrocyanic acid. If one has left
this entire system to itself for an hour, one would say that the cat still
lives if meanwhile no atom has decayed. The psi-function of the entire
system would express this by having in it the living and dead cat (pardon
the expression) mixed or smeared out in equal parts.

Feynman on missing ontology

Feynman on missing ontology
There was a time when the newspapers said that only twelve men
understood the theory of relativity. I do not believe there ever was such a
time. There might have been a time when only one man did, because he
was the only guy who caught on, before he wrote his paper. But after
people read the paper, a lot of people understood the theory of relativity
in some way or other, certainly more than twelve. On the other hand, I
think I can safely say that nobody understands quantum mechanics.
Richard P. Feynman (1965) The Character of Physical Law

Melville on omission of ontology

Melville on omission of ontology
While you take in hand to school others, and to teach them by what
name a whale-fish is to be called in our tongue leaving out, through
ignorance, the letter H, which almost alone maketh the signification of
the word, you deliver that which is not true.
Hermann Melville (1851), Moby Dick; or, The Whale, Etymology [8].
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finding a physical theory (see apology)
1. look at the world
2. take a closer look
3. think about the things the senses collect
4. think harder
5. think what could be the primitive ontology which could give rise to
the appearances which our senses collect
6. the primitive ontology must move and the law for the motion is
more or less uniquely determined by the what the ontology is
7. if one can convincingly argue (“common to all“) how that physical
theory explains the sense experiences that is a good physical theory
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Examples for “stuff“: particle ontology
• to talk about the position of an electron it must exist, it must be

part of the ontology of the physical theory, like it is the case in
Bohmian Mechanics. Bohmian Mechanics is about particles which
move. The law of motion contains the wave function.
• the wave function cannot be observed or measured the way

Heisenberg wants. But by the role it plays in BM one can get some
knowledge about it: via the ontology, viz. particles.
• Born’s statistical law ρ = ∣ψ 2 ∣ is about the probability of positions of

particles (probability must be the probability of something...)
• Can one observe the Bohmian trajectory of an electron when it

moves around the nucleus (or does not move around the nucleus)?
No. Why? Because the theory “BM“ decides so.

Ontology of interaction: Fields (Aether)

It is inconceivable that inanimate brute matter should, without
mediation of something else which is not matter, operate on
and affect other matter without mutual contact. ... That gravity should be innate, inherent and essential to matter, so that
one body may act upon another at-a-distance, through a vacuum, without the mediation of anything else by and through
which their action may be conveyed from one to another, is
to me so great an absurdity that I believe no man, who has
in philosophical matters a competent faculty of thinking, can
ever fall into it. Gravity must be caused by an agent acting
constantly according to certain laws; but whether this agent
be material or immaterial I have left to the consideration of my
readers. ....So far I have explained the phenomena by the force
of gravity, but I have not yet ascertained the cause of gravity
itself. ... and I do not arbitrarily invent hypotheses. (Newton.
Letter to Richard Bentley 25 Feb. 1693)

Maxwell on field ontology
This velocity (<A,N>: of the electromagnetic radiation) is so nearly that
of light, that it seems we have strong reason to conclude that light itself
(including radiant heat, and other radiations if any) is an electromagnetic
disturbance in the form of waves propagated through the electromagnetic
field according to electromagnetic laws.

Heinrich Hertz: Measurement of electromagnetic “fields“

Ueber sehr schnelle electrische Schwingungen. In: Annalen
der Physik und Chemie. Band 267, 1887

Heinrich Hertz: Measurement of electromagnetic “fields“
How? By and only by action on matter, the way matter and
fields are coupled in the Maxwell-Lorentz equations

Ueber sehr schnelle electrische Schwingungen. In: Annalen
der Physik und Chemie. Band 267, 1887

are fields an ontological necessity?
The supreme task of physics is to arrive at those universal elementary
laws from which the Weltbild can be built up by pure deduction. There is
no logical path to these laws; only intuition, resting on sympathetic
understanding of experience, can reach them. [...] No one who has deeply
thought about this subject will deny that the world of sense perceptions
practically determines the theoretical system uniquely, even though there
is no logical path leading from the perceptions to the fundamental laws
of the theory; this is what Leibniz so beautifully called “pre-established
harmony“
A. Einstein: Mein Weltbild (The World as I see it)

Pragmatism about ontology
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senselessly space, no singularities,
but keeping up appearances
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don’t get excited
• steps 1-7 above lead very rarely excellent physicists (Newton,

Einstein, de Broglie, Schrödinger...) to a physical theory. That is
written down in mathematical symbols. The law is written down in
mathematical symbols.
• Manipulation of the mathematical terms and symbols (combining

them etc.) might lead to a more compact form...maybe better
looking form of the law.
• Don’t get excited: don’t change the ontology because it observes the
mathematically nicer looking law. That is betraying your thoughts
about the physics.

Melville on honest and fruitful research

Melville on honest and fruitful research
Oh, Time, Strength, Cash, and Patience!

